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Preferred over earbuds for comfort and sound control, over-the-ear headphones and 
headsets play an important role in classrooms, school libraries and learning labs.      
MAXCases o�ers a range of headsets, headphones and adapters that cover all the 
bases, with tough designs ideal for the rigors of all-day use. Adjustable ear pieces with 
padded vegan covers provide comfort for extended listening, while the durable, 
fixed-position stub mic on the headsets delivers clear audio quality. Accessibility features 
like Left-Right earpiece labels make them easy to use by even the youngest students. 
Created to last, the rugged designs include a durable, braided cable, a flexible         
headband, and smooth, easy-to-clean surfaces. Drop tested up to 6.6 feet (2 meters), 
and covered by a two-year warranty for added assurance.



Extreme Headsets & Headphones
Classroom tough, comfortable listening

KEY FEATURES
Durable design ideal for classroom use

Drop tested up to 6.6 feet (2 meters)

Durable, padded ear covers for comfortable all-day use

Braided 5-foot cable resists kinks, twists, and fraying

Adjustable earpieces for a customizable fit

Breakaway adapter helps prevent damage

Plug and play USB/3.5mm connectivity
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Smooth surfaces for easy cleaning and sanitizing

Left-Right earpiece labels for easy alignment

Easily-accessible in-line volume control (headsets only)

Durable fixed-position stub mic resists breakage 
(headsets only)

Two year warranty coverage

KEY SPECIFICATIONS
Sensitivity (Mic): -38±3db

Sensitivity (headphone): 98±3db

Impedance: 32 ohm

Frequency Response: 20-22000 Hertz

Cable length: 1.2 m

Connectivity interface: 3.5 mm or USB

MAX input power: 1000 Milliwatt =1W

Extreme Headset w/ 3.5mm connector (Blue)MC-HPX-BLU
Extreme Headset w/USB-A connector (Blue)MC-HPX-USBA

Headsets (include mic and vol control)

Extreme Headset w/USB-C connector (Black)MC-HPX-USBC

Extreme Headphone w/ 3.5mm connector (Black)MC-HPX-BLK
Headphones (no mic and vol control)

Extreme Headphone w/USB-C connector (Black)MC-HSX-USBC

3.5mm to USB-A connector (Black)MC-A-HPX-USBA
Adapters

3.5mm to USB-C connector (Black)MC-A-HPX-USBC

All the benefits of our headsets,
in a streamlined design ideal

for when no mic is needed

Headphones

Headsets

Outstanding sound quality and durability
with sturdy fixed-position stub mic

and in-line volume control


